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Abstract

We discuss an experiment on automatic
identification of bi-gram multiword expres-
sions in parallel Latvian and Lithuanian
corpora. Our approach uses raw cor-
pora and combination of lexical association
measures and supervised machine learn-
ing. We have achieved 92,4% precision and
52,2% recall for Latvian and 95,1% preci-
sion and 77,8% recall - for Lithuanian.

1 Introduction
We report experiments on automatic detection of
multi-word expressions (MWEs) in Latvian and
Lithuanian. Both languages are synthetic, i.e. fa-
vor morphologically complex words, thus detecting
MWEs by combining lexical association measures
(LAMs) and machine learning (ML) could be a
right approach.

ML allows encoding properties in feature vectors
(lexical, morphological, syntactic, semantic, con-
textual, etc.) associated with classes, as well as
identify non-linear relations and capturing elabo-
rated features in morphologically rich languages.

LAMs compute an association score for each col-
location candidate by assessing the degree of asso-
ciation between its components. Combining LAMs
helps in the collocation extraction task (Pecina,
2008; Pecina and Schlesinger, 2006; Pecina, 2010),
even by combining a relatively small number of
measures. So far there is no universal combi-
nation of LAMs that works best, since colloca-
tion extraction depends on the data, language and
type/notion of MWEs.

2 Method
We combine LAMs and ML. LAMs were obtained
with mwetoolkit1 (Ramisch, 2015) and for ML
for MWEs candidates with LAMs values WEKA2

(Hall et al., 2009) was used. The candidate MWE
bi-grams were extracted with mwetoolkit from the

1mwetoolkit, http://mwetoolkit.sourceforge.net
2http://www.cs.waikato.ac.nz/ml/weka/

raw text and 5 association measures (Maximum
Likelihood Estimation, Dice’s coefficient, Point-
wise Mutual Information, Student’s t score and
Log-likelihood score) were calculated. The refer-
ence lists based on EuroVoc - Multilingual The-
saurus of the European Union3 were used for eval-
uation. Then Näıve Bayes (John and Langley,
1995), OneR (rule-based classifier; (Holte, 1993))
and Random Forest (Breiman, 2001) were applied.

SMOTE (applies Synthetic Minority Oversam-
pling TEchnique to resample dataset) (Chawla et
al., 2002) and Resample (it produces a random
subsample of a dataset using either sampling with
replacement or without replacement) filters were
used due to the sparseness (Hall et al., 2009).

Precision, Recall and F-measure (Powers, 2011)
were used to evaluate the results.

1/3 Latvian and Lithuanian parts of JRC-Acquis
Multilingual Parallel Corpus (Steinberger et al.,
2006)4, i.e. ∼ 9 mln. words for each language
were used. As there are no known gold stan-
dards MWE evaluation resources for Latvian and
Lithuanian, to evaluate MWE candidates with cal-
culated LAMs, we used EuroVoc, a Multilingual
Thesaurus of the European Union. We selected
bi-gram terms only, as statistical methods were
reported to be more successful with shorter n-
grams (Bartsch and Evert, 2014). We used sepa-
rate MWE’s lists for Latvian (3608 bi-grams) and
Lithuanian (Lithuanian - 3783).

We chose surface forms as our experience showed
that lemmata produced zero values for most
LAMs. Features are numerical vectors of LAMs
values combined with booleans True (MWE) and
False (not MWE). The latter values are obtained
after evaluation of candidate MWEs against ref-
erence list. For the next stage we plan to use
GIZA++ translation probability scores of MWE
candidates as features as well.

3EuroVoc, the EU’s multilingual thesaurus, http:
//eurovoc.europa.eu/drupal/

4JRC-Acquis Multilingual Parallel Corpus, https://
ec.europa.eu/jrc/en/language-technologies/jrc-acquis



Scenario Precision Recall F-meas.

LV
LAMs 0.1% 21.4% 0.3%
LAMs+NaiveBayes 0.6% 4.3% 1.1%
LAMs+OneR+SMOTE 100% 13.3% 23.4%
LAMs+Random Forest+Resample 92.4% 52.2% 66.7%

LT
LAMs 0.2% 19.4% 0.2%
LAMs+NaiveBayes 0.6% 4.6% 1.1%
LAMs+OneR+SMOTE 100% 12.6% 22.4%
LAMs+RandomForest+Resample 95.1% 77.8% 85.6%

Table 1: Summary of the results for Latvian (LV) and Lithuanian (LT)

3 Experiments and Discussions

We performed experiments with 736 MWE present
in the corpus from the reference list for Lithuanian
and with 772 for Latvian. See experimental results
for LAMs only, LAMs+ML algorithm, LAMs+ML
algorithm+SMOTE/Resample in Table 1.

Using only the lexical association measures im-
plemented in the mwetoolkit combined with the
reference list for evaluation gave low results. Es-
pecially low was Precision - 0.1% for Latvian and
0.2% for Lithuanian. Thus it seems that almost
any candidate MWE out of the 558 772 (Lat-
vian) and 587 406 (Lithuanian) was identified as an
MWE. Thus, association measures did not suffice
for the successful extraction of MWEs for Latvian
and Lithuanian.

LAMs and ML algorithms were combined in 3
ways: (i) without any filter, (ii) with the SMOTE
filter and (iii) with the Resample filter. 10-fold
cross-validation was used.

The best results for Latvian were achieved with
Random Forest classifier and the Resample fil-
ter (P = 92.4%, R = 52.2% and F = 66.7%).
The best results for Lithuanian were achieved with
same configuration, reaching P = 95.1%, R =
77.8% and F = 85.6%.

Hence, combining association measures with su-
pervised machine learning improves extraction of
MWEs for Latvian and Lithuanian.

4 Conclusion

We report our experiment for extraction of MWEs,
that is, bi-gram terms for Latvian and Lithua-
nian by combining lexical association measures
and supervised machine learning. This experimen-
tal setup improved our results in comparison with
using association measures only. Our future plans
include experiments for automatic extraction of
different types of MWEs for Latvian and Lithua-
nian and a greater diversity of MWEs as well as ex-
ploration of additional features for better results,
e.g. GIZA++ probability scores.
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